Engage Your Community with Math Week!
Can games change how you feel about math?

Come together as a community to engage all families for 5
nights with delightful math games and stories - all on your
own time and from the comfort of your own home.

Host your own

Math
Week

Free to host and participate!
English and Spanish content
Up to 20 math nights worth
of engagement in just 5 days!
More than 60,000 minutes of
math per school
Contact:
MIND Research Institute
info@mindresearch.org

All content is available for free directly to all families in English
and Spanish. No matter how big or small, hosting a math week
minimizes the time, energy, and cost of an in-person event and
maximizes community impact.
Through rich story-based mathematics experiences, a math
week offers a unique and organic opportunity for families to
change their perception of math and abate "math anxiety." The
stories serve as a catalyst for the community math week and
are grounded in the world around us allowing the experience to
be about math, literacy, history, and geography in a culturally
relevant way. The games and stories feature several countries
including Lesotho, Madagascar, Ghana, and China.
All content is available completely free on the website. To
access the games, simply click on the day of the week and find
your grade and language. Then, flip the card over. Families can
play for as little as 15 minutes or replay over and over lasting
more than an hour on any given night. For those that want to
reduce screen time, we have physical print options for access to
the content and games as well.
Any and ALL math experiences outside of a normal week count.
Use the games and stories on our website or dust off your
favorite math game and play it as a family. Fill out the nightly
survey so we can keep an official track of your families'
contribution to the community math week goal! Have fun and
learn together about the beauty and joy of math!
To see what a Math Week is all about, visit
https://www.mindresearch.org/2022-mind-math-week.

